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1 In.trod uction 

The property of the-neutron to be reflected from the interfaces of 
media has found broad ·application in experimental neutron physics. For 
a long time this property has been employed to form neutron beams us
ing mirrors and neutron guides for research reactors [1,2,3]. It has been 
about ten years since this property was first applied to the investigation 
of physical properties of surfaces ·and· thin films. Now, the method of 
neutron reflectoinetry is widely used in the physics of surfaces (see, for 
example, the proceed111gs of recent conferences· dedicated to· the inves
tigation of surfaces with X-rays and neutrons·[4,5,6]) .. In recent times, 
almost all leading neutron centers iri the world have built or are build
ing neutron reflectometers.' Since 1989, a neutron reflectometer. (SPN 
{7]} has be~n successfully oper~ting in·Dubna, and now, the construc
ti_on of a two-reflectometer complex; with unpolarized (REFLEX-1) and 
polarized (REFLEX-2) neutrons, [8] is nearing completion. 
· This paper was stimulated by a discussion of the experimental pro

gram· for the ET-RR-1 reactor of the Atomic Energy Authority of 
Egypt held under the auspices of the agreement for cooperation between 
AEAE and the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR). Herein is 
. a proposal for the creation of ·a: reflectometer for_the ET-RR-1 reactor. 
Section 2 briefly explains the ideas and possibilities of neutron reflec-
tometry. Section 3 outlines the details for a neutron reflectometer that 
could. suit the particular conditions of the ET-RR-1· operation. 

2 N.eutron Reflecto:m.etry 

Refledometry, in the fullest sense of _the ·word, is a combination of 
all methods for investigating plane interfacesby th~ means of analysis 
of the specular reflection of beams of mol~cules, atoms; particles ~r elec
'tromagnetic radiation fr~m an inve~tigated boundary. Under neutron 
reflect~metry, on~ includes the c~mbination of hlethod~ for investigat
ing plane interf~ces of media which have_ as a basis the· neutron-opti~al 
phenome'non of specular refl~ction of low-energy neutrons(~ 10-1 eV) 
with small, grazing angles (rn--3 + 10-2rad) incident to the interface. 
Neutron reflectometry (hereafterreferred to as "reflectometry") is clas
sified by investigated objects into reflectometry of non-magnetic media 



and refl.ectometry of magnetic media. The first uses beams of unpolar
ized neutrons (refl.ectometry in the full sense), the <?ther --:-:-: .beams of 
polarized neutrons (polarization reflectom~try ). With 'the m~thods of 
reflectometry. one studies the depth profile of _the neutron-optic~~ nu
clear potential, Unucl, along _the normal to a.surface, ai:id the o1?jects . . 

are liquid, crystal or amorphous samples in .the form of a massive plate, 
.th.in mono- or multi~layer-films on a massive substrate .. The poladza
,tion refl.ectometry investigates the behaviour pv~r depth of the ·~~ct~r 
·. of lo~al magn~tization, i~ particul~, the pecul.ia;r magnetic properti~s 
of a ne~-surface ( > 10.A) ar~a of forrnmagnetics or ideal di'amagnet.ics 
....:...:· superconductors. Hete, as arule, the object is a .massive plate or a 
thin film on a substrate. · 

, R~cently, refle.ctomet_ry has been developed as one of ,the methods 
using neutron sour.ces for investigating condenst:d ma:tt~r. Fig1;1res 1 
and 2 show· the principle schemes of these two types ofreflectometers. 
In Fig.I; a beam of thermal n~utr9ns (n) fro~ a so~~ce i_s forLU~d by 
absorbing diaphragms .(collimators) (,1,2). and falls on· the surfac~. of _a 
s~ple (3) at a grazing arigle, 0., ( '":"' J0 . .,..3,,,- 10-:-2rad) with an unc~rtainty 

:_<>f 68/8 ~ (1+5) x 10-2
• The specularly reflected neutrons are registered 

.by a ne.u,.tron detector ( 4}. In th,e polarization reflect~meter (Fig.2) the 
incident' beain is polarized in a neutron polarizer_ ( 1). prior to reflection. 
The sample.(6) is placed in the gap of an electromagnetic system (5) (it, 
may be a system of Helmholtz coils)that creates a magnetic field.in the 
sample and also permits one to change both thefield ,d_i~ection ~nd/or 
value. The;electromagnetic system:performs two importa11t functions: 
a) produces a magnetic field actionin a sample; and b) sets up· a certain 
direction of magnetic polarization,:?, ofneutrons 'inciderit witl~ respect 
to the surface of a sample. The latter (b) is ensured by the adiabatic 
behaviou.'r, of neutron spin in th~ guide magnetic field· of the system. 
A specia:l electromagne~ic device - a spiO:-flipper _:__ (4)''ch~ges the 
sign of polarizati~n in ru:{ incident beam. A change cin the kngle 8 is 
accomplished by mechanicallyrotating the 'mirror .. A

1 

inovabl~ detector 
. permits measureni~nt ~f both a refle~ted and an incident be~{if In the 
latter case the sample is· removed from the beam bf rota't{ng it. A dif
ference in coordinates of the detector, ~orrespoiiding to 'tl1e maximum 

.· of direct c1.nd refl.e~ted beams, enables the angle 2(fto be deter~ined 
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Fig. l. ~he principal scheme o,f a neutron reflectometer. 1,2 _:_ ab
sorbing diaphragms, 3 - a sample, whose surface is irradiated with a 
narrow-collimated beam of thermal 0:eutrons, 4 - a detector for regis
tration of the neutrons specularly reflected from the surface of a sample .. 
The typical distance from diaphragm 1 to the detector is 3 - 10 m. .. . 
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Fig. 2. The principaj scheID;e of a polarization, ·11~ut;on reflectoI11e
ter. 1 - c1. pqla,riz,er. for thel:"maj. ~e.~trons, i - c1.bs<>rhing diaphragms, 
~ - permanent ~agne~s fa,; adiaba;tic guicling of neutro11. spin, 4 -
a spin-fl.ippe.:r w~ich p,;ovide~, yvlien on, the reverse of tlie polarization 
vecto,; ~it~ resp~c:t ·t<> tli~ lea,cling IJ!8:g11etic field, 5 ~· ~ ~ystexn of 
~elrn.hqlt~ c~~!~ q~fi~_ing t:h~ ~irectio11 of ~~e P-.yec~Of with respect t<> 
t~~,~~xnp!~ s~rf~c~, Q - a,. saµip\e, 7 - a,. cl~te~t9r fm; ;-egist~ation.of a 
SP,~~Hl~r\Y ~e~~cteq bell.Ill.. . . . 
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with high accuracy. In the case of a liquid sample, e is changed by the 
vertical displacement of the sample, not by rotating it. Now, reflec
tometers are upgraded by including one-dimensional position-sensitive 
neutron detectors of high resolution ( < 1mm) in their schemes, and by 
the use of a multi-beam method for irradiating a sample. This method 
uses two or more narrow. beams, having different e angles, which are 
registered separately after reflection [8,9]. 

In reflectometry the measured data are presented in the form of the 
reflectivity R(kz) (see Fig.3,4) related to the measured intensity of an 
incident, Io(kz), and a specularly reflected, I(kz), beam as: R(kz) = 
I(kz)/I0(kz). Here kz is the normal to the surface component of the 
wave vector of a neutron k(kz = ksinO). In reflectometers operating 
with a pulsed neutron source, the kz scanning is ~ccomplished, with 
the time-of-flight method, over the whole thermal neutron spectrum at 
a constant e. For c6ntiimous beams, a monochromatic beam of neutrons 
is used and the kz scanning is done by means of varying e. Theoretical 
interpretation of the function R(kz) is based on the solution of a sta
tionary quantum-mechanics problem of the reflection of a scalar plane 
neutron wave, eikzz, from the boundary of a one-dimensional neutron
nuclear potential U(z) = 41r(n,2/2m)N(z)b(z), where'U(oo) ~ 10-1eV 
is the typical value, N( z ), b( z) are the local ( averaged over the plane 
XY) densities of the scattering nuclei and their neutron scattering 
lengths, respectively. In this way the shape of the potential, U(z), 
is determined by the spatial ( along z) pe~uliarities of the density and 
the composition of a medium on a micros~opic level (see Fig.3,4). 

Reasons for the microscopic inhomogeneity of the U( z) potential ( as
suming inhomogeneities of the order of 10 -.i000A) can be reduced to 
surface niicroroughness, difference in surface and bulk density, and sur
face admixtures?The same reasons, together with interdiffusion, cause 
a smoothing of the meandering-like potentials of thin-film multi-layer 
structures in the vicinity of internal inter-layer bounc;laries.· Actually, 
the processing of experinierital data consists of minimizing the differ
ence, ,6,.R(kz), bet'ween the experimental and calculated reflectivities 
on the basis of a model dependence on U(z) (a direct problem). To 
calculate a theoretical value for R(kz), numerical methods are applied 
to solve the stationary Schroedinger equation with· a model potential 
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Fig. 3. Neutron reflectivity profile (see [lOJ) of the float-glass faces, 
in logarithmic, ~cale versus the normal neutron vector component I..· = 
21rsin8/A, at a constant polishing tool:pressure (P = 0.5 bar) and 
various niean grain sizes of polishing p~w'der <I>. The models used to 
simulate the reflectivity profiles are shown in the inserts. 
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Fig. 4. The experimental ( see [11]) wavelength dependence of the 
reflectivity R( Az) ( Az ·~ 21r / kz) from the surface of a sample ( a plate of 
the "float-glass" type made by pouring melted glass onto liquid tin); 1, 
2 - coefficients of reflection from the surfaces contigous to tin and air, 
respectively, during the manufacturing process. · At the inserts: spa
tial dependences of the U(z) potentials which help fit the exp~rimental 
R(>.z) curves with the theoretical: The rough areas are shaded. 
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U(z). In the framework of a model of semi-infinite space in the region 

R(kz) ~ 1 (kz ~ /u(oo)/(n2/2m) = kb, 

where the Born approximation is valid, the problem is reduced to an 
inverse one: 

R(kz) = ~(kz) I U(~) d~~z) exp(2ikz)dz 12, 

where ~(kz) is the :c~efficient of reflection from a potential with an 
absolutely sharp barrier: 

' 

~(~;) == lkz - k:1 2 /lkz + k:12, 

and where k: = kzJl _: U(oo)/(h2/2m) is the component of the wa've 
vector of a neutron in a medium, and mis the neutron mass. Frequ:eritly 
used in this instance is the assumption of a Gaussian distribution for 
the gradient of the potential: . . 

l dU , 
U(z) dz = (l/~u)exp(-~

2 
/2u

2
). (1) 

In this case, i.e., in the case of a diffuse boundary, for all kz, a good 
approximation is the formula: 

R(kz) ~ ~(kz)exp(-4kzk:u2
). (2) 

The lower limit wi.lue of u (see formulas (1),(2)), reli.ibly obtained 
from an experimentally measured value of R(kz), lies in the area of 
few angstroms. In the process of the reflection of neutrons from a thin 
film which has a contrast with a substrate, i.e., where there is a poten
tials difference of the film and the substrate, the dependence of R on· kz 
acquife's an oscillating. character (see -Fig.5) caused by the interference 
of waves i~fledted from the surface of the filin' arid its hid.°den bound
ary with: the 'substr~te. 'As a result, the averaged~a.rea thickness of the 
filin equal to several thousand angstroms can Be defermiried with· an 
accuracy of the order of lA.. 

:Ferromagnetic media.have the·quality·_to polarize thei-mal·neutrons 
specularly reflected from :their surfaces. The physical reason for' this 
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Fig. 5. The experimental dependence _of the reflection coefficient 
R(.Xz) from the surface of a thin gold film deposited on a.glass surface 
by thermal spraying. At the insert: the shape of the neutron-optical 
potentiaf providing the R( ,\z) fitting. · 
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phenomenon is. connected with the 'fact that the value of the interac-. 
tion potential Umag = -41r(µnM) of the magnetic moment of a neutron, 
/ln, and the· vector of local magnetization of a sample, M, is, as a rule, 
comparable with that of the neutron-nuclear potential, Unucl• Note that 
Umag + Unucl = U(z). The quantitative caracteristic for the process of 
polarization following specular reflection is the vector of the polarizabil
i ty ~f 'a medium, which defines the value and direction of polarization in 
a reflected berun .. The "ve~tors: Q(kzf ~rid Afs(z), (.M8 (z) is the Jlrojec
tion of the Af.(z)~ecfor onto the XY plane), are unanibigousiy related. 
This fact fom1s the basis for d~riving information,.about Ms(z) from 
d~ta on Q(kz).' The ~vic:lJnt consequei-ice of Q being dependent o~ly 
on the com1;onent~ of Ms lying in the plane of a film is the possibility 
to separate the U,~~;(z) arid Unuc1(=) confributionsJo specular ieflec
tion by total ~nagneti'~aHon of a filn; in a direction perpendic~lar to 
its ~u;face .. Th'e same procedure is used. ii1 diffraction fo separate the 
magnetic and imclear conti:ibution to neutron scattering. 

The unambiguous inter-relationship of Q and M/allows the ap
plication of polarization reflectometry methods to the investigation of 
magnetization of thin films with an inhomogeneous over depth magnetic 
structure. This is a unique quality of polarization reflectometry. Other 
well-developed methods for im;estigating magnetic fiJms,allow either a 
::·· ' ' ' }: ,. ' .. ; .• , ·•4-;:, • ,,.· 

state1nent of the existence and type of an inhoinogeneous state ( the 
spiri!~vave resonance), or· an ~~tin\~tion.or' the thickness of ~11inh~m~
g~n'.;gusly ·1nagnetized near-surf a~~ layer ( on the level of 0.1 _:__ 0.2,·an) 
arid the determination of the type ~f a~i~otropy in this la~er ( the Kerra 
magneto-optical effect). The· well-developed methods of electron mi
croscopy of the Lorentz or raster type cannot, in principle, be applied 
to the investigation of inhomeneous magnetic filn{ depth profiles along 
the normal to surface, as a contrast electron image appears, due to the 
existence of magnetization inhomogeneities along the surfa~e; 

Consequently, in polarization reflectometry, one measures the inten
sities of reflected beams:,·positively polarized I+(kz) (spin-flipper off) 
and negative!y.polai:ized L(kz) (spin-flipper 011). The sign of polariza
tionis.taken with respect to the vector, Hof the gtiiding magnetic field 
of the neutr~n path. The dirediori'of Hat.the sample position defines 
the spatial direction of the P polarization vector of an incident beam. 
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The values I+(kz) and L(k;) are related to the-scalar product of the 
vectors P and Q( kz) via the relation: 

p. Q = I+(kz) - L(kz) 
I+(kz) + L(kz)" 

So, to determine the components Qx,y,z of the vector Q(kz) for a given 
sam'ple, it is sufficient to measure the inteµsities l+,-(kz) in the P di
rection along the XY Z-axes, respectiveli The procedure of restoration 
of ~he·. Ms(;) fu~ction· of a film is reduced to the· fit of the experimen
tally measured components Qx,y,z(kz) of the medium's polarizability 
vector with their theoretical values calculat~d for a model distribution 
Ma(z). The method of calculating Q(kz) is based on the solution· of 
the quantum-m,echanics problem of'the refle,<;tio11of a spinor wave from 
the surface of a ~agnetic medium with an inhomogeneous distribution 
Ms(z). The solution allows the constru_c,tion of a matrix, R, measuring 
2 x 2 and connecting the spinors of an incident (;) eik,z and a scattered 

(;) e-ik,z wave: 

(;) = R(;). 
Numerical procedures have been d~veloped [12] 'to determine the 

R;j( kz) coefficients of the matrix f~r ~he gener~l ~ase. of an arbitrary 
strudure, Ms(z). The Q(k~) vecto~, ~hich i~ ineasured experimentally, 
is related to the R matrix via a simp,le relation: 

Q = tr(RR+u) 
tr(RR+) , 

where u is the vector with the components ux,uy,Uz (the Pauli matrix), 
and R+ is the ermit-conjugated matrix. An important consequence of 
the non-collinear behavior of the Ms( z) vector is the appearance of 
the component Q~ =/. 0, while for all types of collinear structures, this 
component is Q z = 0. In addition,. polarization• reflectometry has been 
successfully applied to the study of the London penetration depth of a 
magnetic field in superconductors [13,14]. 
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3 The Scheme for a Neutron Reflectome
ter .at a Steady State Reactor 

The main details of the proposed reflectometer ( see Fig.6) are: 

1. A vertical geometry for a sample. 
2. Simultaneous irradiation of a sample with several monochromatic 

beams at different angles of incidence. 
3. Registration of reflected neutron beams with a one-dimensional 

position-sensitive detector. 
. Close to the reactor gate, a block of double-crystal monochroma

tors (1) is installed to ~arm a monochromatic beam ofneutrons. This 
double-crystal monochromator has proved to be an effective device pro
viding certain adva~tages' in comparison with a single-crystal one. The 
main advantage in this case is the possibility to reconstruct the neutron 
wavelength without changing the direction of the beam, thus preserving 
the condition of low background on a sample. · 

Simple removeable cadmium diaphragms (2) with a set of slits allow 
division of a beam into two, three or more narrower beams of the re
quired collimation, 60. The widths of the slits and the distance between 
them are chosen to meet the requirements of an actual experiment and 
ensure the necessary angular resolution of 60/0 and the difference, ~0, 
in .the grazing angles on a sample. This arrangement does not exclude 
the possibility of one-beam irradiation of a sample. It is evident that the 
multi-beam principle of sample irradiation permits an essential decrease 
in the measuring time of the angular dependence o{ the reflectivity. 

At a distance.of about four meters from the monochromator block 
is a rotating table (3) for positioning samples that enables transverse 
displacement of a sample, and scanning over the various neutron grazing 
angles with respect to an investigated surface. 

The table is provided with uniform sample holders that permit the 
fixing of different sized samples. The construction and size of the ta
ble will allow future positioning of additional devices for changing ex
ternal conditions at the sample, such as temperature, humidity, pres
sure, gaseous medium composition, etc. The sample holders are aslo 
equipped with collimating cadmium diaphragms ( 4,5). 
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Fig. · 6. The schematical top view of the proposed double-beam, 
reflectometer for the steady state ET-RR-1 reactor.·· 1 --- a block of 
double-crystal monochromators of changeable wavelength, 2 -- a two
slit removeable Cd-diaphragm providing simultaneous irradiation of a 
sample by two beams at the grazing angles 01 and 02~ 3 - a rotating 
table for sample mounting, 4 - a sample holder with a Cd diaphragm, 5 
- a moveable table, 6 - a one-dimensional position-sensitive detector. 
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At a distance equal to the monochromator-sample distance, a de
tector (7) is placed on a moving table (6) providing displacement of the 
detector acrpss a beam on an order of 200mm. 

The one-dimensional position-sensitive gas-filled (H e3
, 6 atm) de

tector (7) with a resistive wire has a resolution of the order of 1.5mm 
and allows simultaneous registration of all reflected beams with about 
80% efficiency. (It should be noted that use of a single detector requires 
the creation of a system to synchronize the scanning with the sample, 
following the 0- 20 law. With a position-sensitive detector, a synchro
nized scanning system is not necessary. This makes the construction of 
a reflectometer much simpler and excludes the possibility of systematic 
errors arising when the surface of a real sample being investigated is 
bent, since a change in ~he angle of a sample destroys the 0 - 20 law). 

Along the monochromator-sample and sample-detector parts, vac
uum tubes are installed to avoid the loss of neutrons due to scattering 
on air. 

A system of collimators along the monochromator-sample-detector 
part is to suppress the background of fast neutrons and gamma-rays .. 

The system for sample adjustment includes a laser whose beam goes 
into a vacuum system through a glass window and then, co-axial to the 
neutron beam, is directed.to a sample with the help of a thin mirror. 

Electronic systems for control and monitoring of the movable ele'
ments of the instrument, and for the collection of data from the detec
tor, are in the CAMAC standard compatible ~ith a PC/ AT386 type 
personal computer. Archiving and processing of experimental data are 
performed with a PC/ AT486 computer. 

For the primary processing of experimental data and their graphical 
representation, as well as for the determination of the physical char

. acteristics of investigated surfaces from the exp;rim~ntally measured 
reflectivity, a complex of computer programs is being developed. 

Table 1 · summarizes -the parameters of the proposed. reflectometer. 
Table 2 is a list of the main components needed fo~ c~i1struction of the 
reflectometer. 
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TABLE2 

Main Construction Components 

I. Mechanical part 
TABLE 1 1. Design work' 

2. Development of. shop drawings 
Refl.ectometer Details 3. Purchase of materials 

4. Manufacture of mechanical parts 
II. Physical instruments 

Scattering geometry Horizontal 
Number of incident beams 

min 
·, 

.. 1 
n1ax 3 

Fixed angle between inciclcut. licm'ns · 60 = (2 + 4) x 10-3md 

and equipment 
Including: 

monochromators, 
·posi~ion-sensitive detector 

Grazing angles 81, 82, 83 01 = (-rn-2 rad+ 10-2 rnd) ( and electronic equipment for it), 
82 = 81 +D.8 
83 = ('2 + D.8 

Horizontal angular resolution 
68i/81 ~ 682/82 ·~ 683/83 

max 2% 

beam-monitor, 
step-drivers, .. 

laser. 
III. Electronic and automatic equipment 

mm 8% 

. 68/fJB ~ 10 
Vertical angular divergency 1.5 x 10-2 rad 

Type of monochromator double crystal 
Monochromatic),· wavelength range _changeable: (2 - 4 )A, 6)../).. ~ 2% 
Position-sensitive detector 

1. Design of a measuring-and-storage module 
_and an ele~tronic system for automatic control. 

2. · Development of non-standard electronic blocks. 
3. Purchase of standard electronic equipment, 

including: 

resolution 1.5 mm CAMAC blocks, and 
length 100mm computational equipment. 

. , efficiency · 80% 
height 50mm 

Neutron flux on sample from 2 MW reactor 
(1/ sec/mm2 /rnrarfl}' ' ~ 102 

Typical measuring'time 5 hr 

4. Dev~lopment of compute~ programs for 
control of the main elements of the refl.ectomete~, 
accumulation, storage and processing of experimental 
data. 

Electronic standard , · CAMAC+Personal computer IV. Assembly and adjustment works 
1. On-site assembly. 
2. Adjustment. 
3. Test· measur~ments and determination of the 

i ,, 

actual physical parameters of the instrument. 
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4 Conclusions 

The performed coh~ider~tions hav~. shown that a very effective in
strument can be built for use with the ET-RR-1 reactor to:_ 

1) investigate the engineering aspects of the quality of surfaces, .in 
particular, to test mirrors for neutron guides; 

2) investigate the physical properties of the surfa~es of bulks and 
films; and · . · · ' · 

· 3) train scientists and the reactor maintenance staff; 
Actually, such an instrument as proposed could be operated with 

any steady state reactor. As soon as the characteristics of a steady 
state reactor are known in detai~, the parameters of this reflectometer 
can be refined. · 

This work was performed with the support of the Russian Funda
mental. Research Fund (grant N93-02-2517). · 
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AxceHOB B.JI. HAP· 
MHororry11KOBhlf1 HeihpoHHhIH peqmeKTOMeTp 
AJUI IIOCTO.SIHHOro. peaKTOpa 

E3-93-430 

IlpeAJIO)KeHa KOHCTPYK~H.SI tteftTpOHHoro peqmeKTOMeTpa AJI.SI Hen:TpoHHo
ro KOHTpOJI.SI IIOBepxHOCTH CTeKJia, H3y1IeHH.SI TOHKHX IIJieHOK H IIOBepxHOCTeH 
Ha peaKTope ET-RR-I YrrpaBJieHH.SI no aTOMHOH :mepmn EmrrTa. 

Pa6oTa BhlIIOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpHH Hen:TpOHHOH <pH3HKH HM. M.M.<I>paHKa 
OM.SIM. 

Coo6ll\em1e O61,e,'IHHeHHOro HHCTHT)'Ta SI,'le pHblX HCCJJe,'IOBaHHH. )ly6Ha, 1993 

Aksenov V.L. et al. E3-93-430 
Multi-Beam Neutron Reflectometer for a Steady State Reactor 

A desing has been proposed for a neutron reflectometer to test glass surface 
by neutron controls and to study surfaces and thin films at the ET-RR-I steady 
state reactor of the Atomic Energy Authority of Egypt. 

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1993 


